Established in 1922, the UNC Press was the first university press in the South and one of the first in the entire nation, and now they will be the first university press to put all of their legal material in HeinOnline. This new partnership will add valuable content to HeinOnline and provide extensive exposure for the UNC Press titles included.

This new material will be available to all HeinOnline Core subscribers at no additional cost. A new collection, UNC Press Law Publications, was created to house these titles, which will also be added to existing subject-appropriate collections.

These titles cover a wide range of subjects, including the AIDS pandemic, slavery, religion, immigration, and more. Both current and historical titles are included.

About the University of North Carolina Press

In 1922, on the campus of the nation’s oldest state university, thirteen distinguished educators and civic leaders met to charter a publishing house. Their creation, made possible by the generous support of individual and institutional donors who created its endowment, was the first university press in the South and one of the first in the nation.

For more than ninety years, the University of North Carolina Press has earned national and international recognition, and today the UNC Press imprint is known worldwide as a mark of excellence - both in what is published and in how it’s published.
Some titles included:

- American Slavery as It Is: Testimony of a Thousand Witnesses (2011)
- Land and Labor, 1866-1867 (2013)
- NAACP’s Legal Strategy against Segregated Education (1987)
- Union as It Is: Constitutional Unionism and Sectional Compromise (1991)
- Women and the Law of Property in Early America (1986)

Click here to view a full list of titles.

Purchase Print or Electronic Copy of Any Titles

Each title includes a link in HeinOnline to the publisher website, where you have the option of purchasing either the print copy or an electronic version of the book.

Simply click the shopping cart and you will be redirected to a link that will allow you to purchase a copy of the title.

For more information about this collection, including pricing, please contact your sales representative, or contact our Marketing department at marketing@wshein.com or 800-828-7571.